LIVER ABSCESS FOLLOWING ABLATION THERAPIES FOR METASTATIC LIVER TUMOR AFTER BILIARY RECONSTRUCTION: REPORT OF TWO CASES
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Two cases of liver abscess following ablation therapies for metastatic liver tumor after biliary reconstruction are reported. Case 1: A 72-year-old man underwent pylorus preserving pancreateoduodenectomy for cholangiocarcinoma. Microwave coagulation therapy was performed for metastatic liver tumor; however, liver abscess developed after one month and became recurrent. Case 2: A 79-year-old woman underwent pylorus preserving pancreateoduodenectomy for periampullary cancer. Radio frequency ablation was performed for metastatic liver tumor; however, liver abscess developed after one week. In Case 2 we believe that cholangitis at the peripheral level of the intrahepatic biliary tree spread to the treated area and altered blood flow caused recurrence of liver abscess. In Case 1 cholangitis could have been directly transferred to the ablated area through between the abscess and intrahepatic bile duct.

In conclusion, ablation therapies could promote the development of liver abscess in patients who have undergone biliary tract reconstruction after tumor resection and might be contraindicated in such patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, ablation therapies have come into wide use for liver carcinoma. Although liver abscess has been reported as one of the complications of ATs, these procedures are regarded as safe and minimally invasive compared with surgical treatment. On the other hand, patients undergoing biliary reconstruction accompanied by pylorus preserving pancreateoduodenectomy are always exposed to the risk of cholangitis. In this condition, LA can readily occur after ATs.

The authors herein report two cases of LA after ATs for metastatic liver tumors treated by PpPD with biliary reconstruction.

Case 1: A 72-year-old man underwent PpPD for bile duct cancer in July. Biliary reconstruction was performed by hepaticojejunostomy. Four months after surgery, computed tomography revealed multiple low-density areas in both lobes of the liver in diameter (Fig. 1). The serum tumor marker carbohydrate antigen (CA 19-9) was elevated at 1176 U/ml (upper limit of normal, 37 U/ml). The patient was hospitalized in December. At laparotomy, MCT was performed W, see, about three times. A catheter was also placed in the proper hepatic artery and a reservoir was implanted in the right subcutaneous inguinal region in order to deliver a chemotherapy infusion to the liver metastases. However, a fever developed a month after MCT, and despite several days’ treatment with antibiotics, the patient’s condition gradually deteriorated. Laboratory data showed leukocytosis and elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) and elevated C-reactive protein (CRP). CRP and carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) and elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9). CT demonstrated abscess formation at the MCT locus and percutaneous transhepatic abscess drainage...
PTAD was consequently performed 2 weeks after MCT. Bacteriological examination of pus drained from the LA revealed alpha-Streptococcus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. In addition to drainage, antibiotic agents were also infused to the liver from the reservoir. Nevertheless, despite this intensive treatment, 3 months after MCT, CT revealed abscess formation at different sites. PTAD was repeated and drainage tube imaging showed pooling of contrast medium in the LA and no flow through the intrahepatic bile duct. Angiography demonstrated encasement of the proper hepatic artery due to invasion of the tumor. The patient finally developed hepatic failure and died 6 months after MCT.

Case: A 44-year-old woman underwent PpPD for periampullary cancer in August 2004. Biliary reconstruction was performed using choledochojejunostomy. A year after surgery, CT revealed a solitary LDA in hepatic segment V (Couinaud’s S5) 1 cm in diameter. CT and CA were measured at 4 U/ml. The patient was hospitalized in October. Needle biopsy under the ultrasound guidance was performed and histological examination showed adenocarcinoma. Percutaneous RFA was immediately performed using ultrasonography. A fever developed the day after the procedure.

**Fig. a** Computed tomography shows multiple low-density areas 2–3 cm diameter in the both lobes of the liver. **Fig. b** Computed tomography shows abscess formation in the liver 1 month after MCT.
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PTAD; percutaneous transhepatic abscess drainage  CHDF; continuous hemodialysis filtration
Liver abscess following ablation therapies

and despite the administration of antibiotics, the patient gradually developed disseminated intravenous coagulation syndrome. Laboratory data revealed leukocytosis and elevated levels of CRP and endotoxin pg/ml, normal < pg/ml. Marked thrombocytopenia was also evident, with low fibrinogen mg/dl and raised FDP g/ml. As CT revealed abscess formation with gas at the RFA locus, PTAD was performed under ultrasonography on the day post-RFA. Bacteriological examination of pus demonstrated Enterobacter aerogenes. In addition to drainage, continuous hemodialysis filtration was performed for days and endotoxin absorption therapy was carried out twice. After days of intensive care, the patient’s condition improved and drainage tube imaging showed flow between the abscess and intrahepatic bile duct.

DISCUSSION

Ablation therapies have been indicated for metastatic liver carcinoma and hepatocellular carcinoma in place of hepatic surgery. However, complications of ATs have been reported to include liver abscess, biliary fistula, skin burn, hemorrhage, and liver failure. Among these, liver abscess

Fig. a,b: Computed tomography shows a solitary cm diameter low-density area in S of the liver. a: Computed tomography shows an abscess formation with gas in S of the liver a week after RFA.

Fig. a: Clinical course: case PTAD; percutaneous transhepatic abscess drainage.
was the one of the main complications with an incidence reported by Shibata et al. of % in MCT, and by McKinnon et al. of % in cryosurgery. However, in series reported by Wood et al. and Chan et al. liver abscess occurred less frequently in RFA; in % and % of cases, respectively. In the cases presented in the current report, the most important problem was severe and recurrent LA.

PD and PpPD are often indicated as surgical approaches to biliary carcinoma and these operative procedures are accompanied by biliary reconstruction. Yamaguchi et al. reported cholangitis % and LA % as late as more than month after surgery complications after PpPD. Furugaki et al. reported the incidence of LA after hepatobiliary and pancreatic surgery to be %. In addition, Ammori et al. recognized that the main cause of LA occurring after biliary tract reconstruction was biliary-enteric anastomotic strictures following PD. Furugaki et al. also reported that anastomotic stricture developed in patients, and that portal vein and hepatic artery obstruction due to intraoperative radiation occurred in of cases of LA after hepatobiliary and pancreatic surgery. Moreover, Kubo et al. reported anastomosis with subsegmental bile ducts, and vascular reconstruction to represent risk factors for refractory LA occurring after PD or liver resection with biliary-intestinal anastomosis. Therefore, cholangitis after biliary reconstruction may be a very important cause of LA. Furthermore, bile stasis due to biliary-enteric anastomotic strictures and liver ischemia from hepatic vascular damage will accelerate the development of LA. In cases such as the two presented here, cholangitis due to biliary reconstruction performed by hepaticojejunostomy and choledochojejunostomy with PpPD often develops although biliary-enteric anastomotic strictures were not demonstrated.

Chen et al. reported the incidence of LA after transarterial embolization for hepatocellular carcinoma to be %. Moreover, Kim et al. reported that LA after hepatic chemoembolization occurred in % patients and that % of the patients with abscesses had undergone Whipple procedure prior to chemoembolization. They suggested bilioenteric anastomosis to be the major determinant of LA formation after hepatic chemoembolization. In addition, Song et al. reported that biliary abnormality leading to a susceptibility to ascending biliary infection was the most important predisposing factor to the development of LA after transcatheter oily chemoembolization and that risk factors. In the two cases described here, Case may have developed liver ischemia due to tumor invasion causing stenosis of the proper hepatic artery, which lead to recurrence of LA.

LA following ATs for metastatic liver tumor after biliary reconstruction have only been reported by Yamamoto et al. and Morimoto et al. Yamamoto et al. reported an autopsy case of sepsis following RFA for metastatic liver carcinoma after bile duct reconstruction. This case revealed necrotic liver abscess at the RFA locus and multiple
microabsceses of the liver, heart, and kidney; the mechanism of LA formation was thus shown to be retrograde cholangitis. Morimoto et al. reported LA formation after MCT undertaken for hepatic metastases from surgically excised bile duct cancer. They concluded that causes of LA formation could include the following: the formation of necrotic materials in the liver due to MCT, flow through the intrahepatic bile duct, a retrograde infection from the hepatobiliary-jejunoanastomosis division, and bile duct stenosis or necrosis due to lymphadenectomy of the hepatoduodenal ligament or occlusion of the hepatic artery.

Although LA appears to have various causes, biliary reconstruction is often associated with chronic infection, and as destruction of intrahepatic bile duct occurs in ATs, bacteria from areas affected by cholangitis can easily transfer to damaged areas of the liver. In Case 1 no flow was demonstrated through the intrahepatic bile duct and stenosis of proper hepatic artery was seen after MCT. Therefore, the authors believe that cholangitis at the peripheral level of the intrahepatic bile duct transferred to the MCT area and that the altered blood flow lead to recurrence of LA. In Case 2 cholangitis may have been directly transferred to the area treated by RFA through the communication between the LA and intrahepatic bile duct in this case communication between the LA and intrahepatic bile duct was demonstrated.

In conclusion, the authors believe that severe LA occurs readily after ATs in patients who have undergone biliary tract reconstruction such as PpPD and that ATs may be contraindicated in patients with liver tumor after biliary tract reconstruction.
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